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Racism is hardwired into the brain, say scientists.
The chemicals involved in perceivin8 ethnic backsrounds overlap with those for processin8 emotion and
makin8 decisions, accordin8 to new research.
And the findinss published in Nature Neuroscience could lead to fresh ways of thinkin8 about unintended
race-based attitudes and decisions.
Dr Elizabeth Phelps, of New York University, and colleasues reviewed previous brain scannin8 studies
showin8 how social catesories of race are processed, evaluated and incorporated in decision-makins.
They showed a network of brain resions called the the amysdala, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the
anterior cinsulate cortex are important in the unintentional, implicit expression of racial attitudes.
The researchers said the brain areas themselves - as well as the functional connectivity amon8 them - are
critical for this processins.
Dr Phelps said: "A few decades aso, it was unthinkable that Iookin8 at the brain to understand
representations of social 8roups such as black versus white was even possible, let alone that such
explorations could yield useful knowledse.
"Evidence from neuroscience has been vital in clarifyin8 the nature of how intergroup cosnition unfolds.
"Moreover, the neuroscience of race has been useful in pointin8 the way toward the type of new
behavioural evidence needed to answer questions of not only what happens when intergroup cosnition is
at stake, but whether and how chanse is possible in real human interactions.
"How to use this knowledse from brain and behaviour to further extend basic knowledse and to drive
applications is the obvious next 8eneration of questions that we must pose.
"If 8ood people who intend well act in a manner inconsistent with their own standards of esalitarianism
because of the racial 8roups to which ’the other’ belonss, then the question of chanse takes on new and
ursent meanins.
"This ursency requires that we attend to the evidence about how our minds work when we confront racial
and other 8roup differences.
"Thus far, we have obtained modest evidence about these processes as they operate in our brains,
unbeknownst to our conscious selves. The question of what we will do with these insishts awaits an
answer."
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Racism is Innate: The Human Brain Makes
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Unconscious Decisions Based on Ethnieity
Racism is hardwired into the brain and operates uneonseiouslg because areas that detect ethnieity
and control emotion are closely connected, according to scientists.
BY CHRISTINE HSU I JUNE 2S, 2012

Racism is hardwired into the brain and operates unconsciously because areas that detect
ethnicity and control emotion are closely connected, according to scientists.
Researchers explain that the same brain circuits that allow us to classify a person into an ethnic
group overlap with other circuits that process emotion and make decisions, leading people to
make unconscious decisions based on another’s race.
The latest study, published in the journal Nature
Neuroseienee, found that functional magnetic
resonance imaging brain scans revealed that
interactions between people from different racial
groups trigger reactions that researchers think
may be completely unknown to our conscious
selves.

Researchers led by psychologist and
neuroseientist Dr. Elizabeth Phelps of New York
University reviewed past brain imaging studies
showing how different social categories of race
are processed, evaluated and integrated in
decision-making.
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Racism is hardwired into the brain and operates unconsciously
because areas that detect ethnicity and control emotion are
closely connecte d, according to scientists. The back of the
Past research found that the amygdala, an
hea d of defendant Tom W, with the word ’Sk3nhead’ tattooed on
his scalp is pictured as he awaits th e start of a trial in a
almond-shaped brain region located deep within
courtroom in Dresden April I 0, 2008. Five members of German the brain that processes fear and emotions,
far=right extremist brotherhood ’Storm 34’ are accused of
committing right-wing motivated crimes in the town of Mitteida dorsolateral prefrontal cortex involved in topin the eastern state of Saxony.
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down emotional control, and the anterior
eingulate cortex that manages conflict between
intentional and unintentional tendencies, and the
fusiform face area that differentiates between
familiar and unfamiliar faces, were
simultaneously active during tasks that engaged
racial bias like having participants view black and
white faces while doing different tasks.
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Phelps and her team said F~ll~w
that not only are these brain areas important in
the unintentional, implicit expression of racial
attitudes, the functional connectivity that links
them together are critical for this processing.
"A few decades ago, it was unthinkable that
looking at the brain to understand
representations of social groups such as black
versus white was even possible, let alone that
such explorations could yield useful knowledge,"
the authors wrote, according to the Daily Mail.
"Evidence from ueuroscieuce has been vital in
clarifying the nature of how intergroup eognition
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unfolds."
Researchers said that research into the
If you are a smoker and live
in [ New York] you need to read this..,
neuroscience of race will help them reveal
individual behaviors of what happens when intergroup cognition is at stake and if it is possible
to change real human interactions.
"How to use this knowledge from brain and behavior to further extend basic knowledge and to
drive applications is the obvious next generation of questions that we must pose," they wxote.
"If good people who intend well act in a manner inconsistent with their own standards of
egalitarianism because of the racial groups to which ’the other’ belongs, then the question of
change takes on new and urgent meaning."
"This urgency requires that we attend to the evidence about how our minds work when we
confront racial and other group differences," they concluded.
"This goes back to potent psychobiological theories of human behavior," said psychiatrist and
neuroseientist Authony Harris, with Sydney University’s Medical School, according to The
Australian. "But it’s very difficult to tease out the cultural influence on our biological
processes."
Researchers say that the next step was to develop techniques to reduce or eliminate the
negative associations that make up unwanted implicit racial attitudes.
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